Opens all the existing locks with the ultimate ease and reliability. Improved design, manufacturing and keycutting.

**UNIQUE** raised edges on smooth ergonomic handle for maximum grip and leverage - the worst design for grip would be a thickened centre which tapers down to sharp edges.

One-piece SOLID BRASS keyblank eliminates the possibility of handle weakness or sharp weld-flash at this point.

**THE MOST ACCURATE KEYCUTTING**
The most reliable keycutting

Our purpose built, computerised key cutting machines UNIQUELY allow extra machining operations, very specific rounding of the cuts and the tight tolerances which ensure reliable operation of EVERY key in EVERY lock.

**DEPENDABLE QUALITY CONTROL**
Every single key is tested by a master locksmith on two Radar toilet locks (not the much simpler, Radar Padlock).

Two enlarged keyring holes allow the user to individually tailor the extra leverage available from their keyring and other keys on their bunch.

Octagonal shaft gives easy identification for partially sighted users.

Bevelled keystone for smooth key removal.

One-piece solid brass keyblank eliminates possibility of flag weakness or excessive weld-flash, which can obstruct key insertion.

Fully rounded nose to aid easy insertion.

Disabled people depend on their R.A.D.A.R. Key Co. Gold Standard NKS key to certainly & effortlessly open what will be, the only accessible toilet which is nearby.

Made in UK

WWW.RADARKEY.ORG
The R.A.D.A.R. Key Company

The Genuine RADAR Gold® Standard Keys - Keys which reliably work

People with some types of disability prefer our UNIQUE, large headed keys.

Able-fingered people normally prefer to have the lighter, small headed keys.

Changing Places Guides
Free and fully featured for finding 1700+ Changing Places (and similar toilets) plus guiding you right to the toilet door, whether by foot, car, train or bus, in five languages.

www.changingplacesmap.org

Buy keys online / by phone
www.radarkey.org
01395 265543

Sole suppliers for 25 years to Radar and Disability Rights UK